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Any sensory system can be viewed as a passive or �dumb� element which provides raw
data� It can also be viewed as an �intelligent� element which returns �analyzed� infor�
mation� Finally� it can be viewed as a �commanding� element which sends commands to
the physical system� Each of these views is used in di	erent situations and for di	erent
tasks� Commanding sensors are an extension to the logical sensor approach in which a
mapping from events to actions is added to the sensor model� In a previous report� we
proposed a sensor�based distributed control scheme for mobile robots along with several
simulation results �� In this paper� the application of this scheme to control a real mobile
robot is presented and the results of several experiments are discussed� A server�client
model is used to implement this scheme where the server is a process that carries out the
commands to be executed� and each client is a process with a certain task� The logical
sensor approach is used to model the sensory system which provides di	erent levels of
data representation with tolerance measures and analysis�
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�� Introduction

In any closed�loop control system� sensors are used to provide the feedback in�

formation that represents the current status of the system and the environmental

uncertainties� The sensors used in most control systems are considered to be passive

elements that provide raw data to a central controller� The central controller com�

putes the next command based on the required task and the sensor readings� The

disadvantage of this scheme is that the central controller may become a bottleneck

when the number of sensors increases which may lead to longer response time� In
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some applications the required response time may vary according to the required

task and the environment status� For example� in an autonomous mobile robot with

the task of reaching a destination position while avoiding unknown obstacles� the

time to reach to the required position may not be important� however� the response

time for avoiding obstacles is critical and requires fast response� Fast response can

be achieved by allowing sensors to send commands directly to the physical system

when quick attention is required�

In this work� several controllers �clients� are working in parallel� competing for the

server� The server selects the command to be executed based on a dynamically

con�gured priority scheme� Each of these clients has a certain task� and may use

the sensor readings to achieve its goal� A special client with the task of avoiding

obstacles is assigned the highest priority� The clients may also aquire the current

state of the system and the command history to update their control strategy�

The logical sensor approach ������ which we used to model the sensory system�

allows �exible and modular design of the controllers� It also provides several levels

of data abstraction and tolerance analysis based on the sensor type and the required

task� This approach is used to build high�level requests which may be used by the

application programs�

�� Related Work

There has been a tremendous amount of research in the area of sensor�based control�

including sensor modeling �������� multisensor integration ��������	� and distributed

sensing �������
����

The idea of smart sensing was investigated by several researchers� Yakovle� et al� �
�

represented a dual purpose interpretation for sensory information	 one for collision

avoidance �reactive control�� and the other for path planning �navigation�� The

selection between the two interpretations is dynamic depending on the positions

and velocities of the objects in the environment� Budenske and Gini �� addressed

the problem of navigating a robot through an unknown environment� and the need

for multiple algorithms and multiple sensing strategies for di�erent situations�

Our proposed control scheme is similar to Brooks
 subsumption architecture ��
� The

controller is decomposed into parallel task achieving behaviors rather than infor�

mation processing modules� However� Our control scheme is di�erent than Brooks


in the way the parallel tasks are arranged and executed� In the subsumption ar�

chitecture� layers of control system are built to let the robot operate at increasing

levels of competence� These layers are built as concurrent modules that commu�

nicate over low�bandwidth channels� Our proposed scheme on the other hand� the

control modules are placed at the same level but with di�erent priorities� Di�erent

behaviors are achieved by changing the priorities among these modules�

It should be noted that the main thrust of this paper is the control framework

itself and the concept of commanding sensors and their use in building higher�level

controllers� In other words� we are not proposing any new algorithms for collision
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Figure �� Three levels to view a sensor module�

avoidance or navigation for example� but we can use any available algorithm� such

as in ��	� to build the required clients within this framework�

�� The Proposed Control Scheme

The robot behavior can be described as a function F that maps a set of events E

to a set of actions A� This can be expressed as�

F � E �� A

The task of the robot controller is to realize this behavior� In general we can de�ne

the controller as a set of pairs�

f�e�� a��� �e�� a��� � � � � �en� an�g

where ei � E � and ai � A

The events can be de�ned as the interpretation of the raw data perceived by the

sensors� Let
s de�ne the function T which maps raw data R to events E �

T � R �� E

The functions T and F can be closed form equations� lookup tables� or inference

engine of an expert system� This depends on the kind of application and the com�

plexity of each transformation�

Figure � shows the relationship between the three levels of abstractions for sensory

systems in terms of the functions T and F �

The dumb sensor can be used as a source for the feedback information required by

the control system� It can be also used to gather measurements to construct a map

for the surrounding environment� The process that uses a dumb sensor as a source

of information needs to know the type of that sensor� the format of the data the

sensor returns� and the location of the sensor� to be able to interpret the perceived

data� The intelligent sensor may be used for monitoring activities� The process

that uses an intelligent sensor needs to know only the event domain and maybe the

location of the sensor� On the other hand� the commanding sensor is considered to

be a client� process that issues commands to the system�

Several sensors can be grouped together representing a logical sensor� We will

assume that each logical sensor is represented as a client process which sends com�
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Figure �� The proposed control scheme�

mands through a channel to a multiplexer �the server process� which decides the

command to be executed �rst� Besides these logical sensors� we might have other

processes �general controllers� that send commands to the server process to carry

out some global goals� Figure � shows a schematic diagram for the proposed control

scheme�

Let
s call any process that issues commands to the server a client process� In this

�gure� there are three types of clients�

�� Commanding sensors� that are usually used for reaction control and collision

avoidance�

�� General Controllers� that carry out a general goal to be achieved �e�g�� navi�

gating from one position to another��

�� Emergency exits� which bypass the multiplexer in case of emergencies �e�g��
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Figure �� The LABMATE robot with its equipments�

emergency stop when hitting an obstacle��

The low�level controller� shown in Figure �� translates the high�level commands into

low�level instructions which drive the system
s actuators� The low�level controller

receives its commands either from the multiplexer or from an emergency exit�

�� Experiments and Results

Several experiments were performed on a mobile robot called LABMATE� designed

by Transitions Research Corporation ��� We checked the applicability and validity

of the proposed control scheme� and the results were very encouraging� Also� a

simulator called XSim has been developed to perform initial testing and analysis

before conducting experiments on the real robot� This simulator displays the robot

on the screen and accepts actual LABMATE commands like go� turn� read�sonars�

etc� In this environment� moving from the simulation to the real robot is simply

a matter of compiling the driver program with the LABMATE library rather than

the simulation library�

The LABMATE was used for several experiments at the Department of Computer

Science� University of Utah� It also was entered in the ���� AAAI Robot Compe�

tition ��� For that purpose� the LABMATE was equipped with �� sonar sensors�

eight infrared sensors� a camera and a speaker� y Figure � shows the LABMATE

with its equipment� Simulation results and detailed implementation can be found

in ��

The hardware setup used in these experiments consisted of a PC running Linux to

yThe LABMATE preparations� the sensory equipments� and the software and hardware controllers
were done by L� Schenkat and L� Veigel at the Department of Computer Science� University of
Utah�
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Figure �� Dividing the sonar sensors into four logical sensors�

provide parallel processing capabilities� and an RS��� serial cable connecting the

PC to the LABMATE� No special hardware was used and this setup was inexpensive

and easy to use�

The message passing paradigm is used for process communication� This allows

processes to be running on di�erent platforms without the need for shared memory�

In our implementation� MPI� Message�Passing Interface was used ���

The priority scheme in our application is set by each client as a number from

� to ��� with � as the highest priority� Normally� � is reserved for the collision

avoidance client� The server checks for the priority associated with each command�

and executes the command with the highest priority while notifying the losers�

which command was executed� If two commands with the same priority arrive at

the same time� the server arbitrarily selects one of them and ignores the other�

Commands that were not selected are cleared since the state of the robot has been

changed after executing the command with the highest priority�

���� Commanding Sensors and Reaction Control

To simplify our model� the �� sonar sensors are divided into four logical sensors as

shown in Figure ��

�� LS�FRWD consists of the front � sensors�

�� LS�BKWD consists of the rear � sensors�
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d right d left d frwd d bkwd FORWARD BACKWARD
c c c c STOP STOP
c c c f GO�BKWD �
c c f c � GO�FRWD
c c f f � �

c f c c TURN�RIGHT TURN�LEFT
c f c f TURN�RIGHT TURN�LEFT
c f f c TURN�RIGHT TURN�LEFT
c f f f TURN�RIGHT TURN�LEFT
f c c c TURN�LEFT TURN�RIGHT
f c c f TURN�LEFT TURN�RIGHT
f c f c TURN�LEFT TURN�RIGHT
f c f f TURN�LEFT TURN�RIGHT
f f c c TURN�L�R TURN�L�R
f f c f TURN�L�R �
f f f c � TURN�L�R
f f f f � �

Table �� An example of a decision function for reaction control�

�� LS�RIGHT consists of the right � sensors�

�� LS�LEFT consists of the left � sensors�

These logical sensors communicate with each other to decide the command to be

issued� This makes the job of the multiplexer easier� since it will deal with the four

logical sensors as one client� The goal of the reactive control in this experiment is

two fold�

�� Avoid obstacles�

�� Keep the robot in the middle of hallways� specially when moving through

narrow corridors or going through a door�

We de�ne two abstract values� close �c� and far �f�� These two values represent

the distance between the robot and the closest object at any of the four sides� The

range for c and f are usually user de�ned values� The command to be issued as a

reaction control depends on the current state of the system and the distance value

at each side� There are several ways to de�ne a command function F to achieve

the required goal� The assumption here is that there is always enough space for the

robot to rotate left or right� therefore there is no need to de�ne any reaction control

when the robot is rotating� One such function is shown in Table ��
In this table� TURN�L�R means the command can be either TURN�LEFT or
TURN�RIGHT� and a dash �� means no command is issued� Notice that� in
case d left and d right have di�erent values� the values for d frwd and d bkwd are
not important� This is because we need to balance the distance to the left and to
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the right of the robot� and if� for example� the distance in front �d frwd� is c� and
the robot state is FORWARD� then moving to the left �or to the right� will serve
both avoiding the object in front� and balancing the distance on both sides� In the
�rst case of the table� when the distance is c on all sides� the robot will not be able
to move anywhere� and the sensor readings will not change� This will result in a
deadlock which requires external help by moving at least one of the obstacles for
the robot to be able to move�

���� Experiments

The following is a description of three of the experiments that were performed on
both the simulator and the real robot� The results of the real robot were qualita�
tively very similar to the simulation results except for some deviations due to the
noise in the real sonar sensors�

Experiment ���

This was the �rst experiment performed to demonstrate the applicability of this
control scheme� In this experiment� two clients were running simultaneously	 the
collision avoidance client implemented as a commanding sensor� and a simple navi�
gator which always commands the robot to move forward� The collision avoidance
has priority �� which is the highest priority� and the navigation client has priority
�� The following shows part of the output printed during this experiment which
shows the commands that has been executed by the server�

Collision Avoidance� client ���

Simple Navigation� client ���

Server Starts as process ���

� Accepted RESET from � �

� Rejected RESET from � �

� Accepted GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted TURN�LEFT from � �

� Rejected GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted TURN�LEFT from � �

� Rejected GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted GO�FRWD from � �

� Accepted GO�FRWD from � �

� � �

Figure � shows the trajectory of the robot using the simulation program and the
trajectory of the real robot with the sonar readings at each step� Notice that there
is some deviations in the real trajectory from the simulated one due to the noise in
the sonar readings as shown in Figure � environment�

Experiment ���
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In the second experiment� we added another goal�directed client which tries to move
the robot to a certain goal location� This client has priority � which is higher than
the simple navigator process� This new client sends commands to the server to
update the direction of the robot such that it moves towards the goal location� In
this experiment� the initial and the �nal points were chosen such that there is a wall
between them� Figure � shows the trajectory for the simulated and the real robot�
Notice that at several points� the collision avoidance client took over and moved the
robot away from the wall� then the new client updates the direction towards the
goal point�

Experiment ���

In the third experiment� we replaced the goal�directed client with a door��nding
client which is another commanding sensor� This new client tries to �nd open doors
and direct the robot to go through these doors� Finding doors using sonar sensor
is very hard and problematic� and there is a lot of research in this area� For this
experiment we used a very crude algorithm and a simple hallway structure just to
demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed control scheme� Figure � shows the tra�
jectory for the simulated and the real robot while moving in a hallway environment
with two open doors at di�erent locations�

	� Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper� a distributed sensor�based control scheme was proposed� In this
scheme� each sensor can be viewed with three di�erent levels of abstraction� dumb
sensors which provide raw data� intelligent sensors which provide high level in�
formation in the form of events� and �nally� commanding sensors which can issue
commands representing a reaction behavior for the system� Commands can be is�
sued by di�erent processes called clients� Each client may issue commands at any
time� and a multiplexer �the server� selects the command to be executed� A priority
scheme has to be de�ned as a basis for selection� Examples for applying this control
scheme to a mobile robot were described� We believe that this scheme provides for
more �exible and robust control systems� and allows more modular design for the
whole control system� It also provides fast response for reaction behavior which is
an essential requirement in real�time systems�
Currently� we are working on designing and implementing higher level controllers
that use the lower�level clients to perform more complicated tasks� This includes
selecting the appropriate clients and dynamically changing their priorities to realize
the required behavior� Also� some aspects of tolerance analysis will be incorporated
in the proposed scheme to provide quantitative measures for the accuracy of the
location of measured points� It also serves as the basis for devising sensing strategies
to enhance the measured data for localization and map construction�
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Figure �� The trajectories for the simulated and the real robot for experiment ����

Figure �� The trajectories for the simulated and the real robot for experiment ����

Figure �� The trajectories for the simulated and the real robot for experiment ����
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